Abstract. Face recognition belongs to the field of digital image, there are many applications. The classical algorithms of face recognition include algorithm of PCA, algorithm of LDA, algorithm of ICA, and algorithm of SIFT which is for robust feature extraction, etc. In this paper, the improved algorithm is proposed based on classical algorithm of SIFT, and the chaos theory is applied to the improved algorithm to project the datum of face images. It is proved that the improved algorithm has better anti-attack and better recognition efficiency.
Introduction
Face recognition technology which processes the input face image or video stream is based on human facial features [1] . First of all, the system judges whether or not a face is present. If there is a face, then the system would show us the location and size of each face, and location information of each major facial organ. And then extract the identity feature contained in each face and compare it with the known face to identify the identity of each face [2] . Face recognition technology consists of three parts: (1) face detection, the purpose is to separate the human face from the background image, generally there are ① reference template method ② face rules method ③ sample learning method ④ skin color model method ⑤ feature sub-face method, and the mixture method between them.; (2) Face tracking, face tracking is to track face of the dynamic target with detecting; (3) Face matching, Face matching is the identification of a face image that is detected or a target that is searched in a database of face images. The methods which are commonly used are: ① eigenvector method ② face template method [3] .
Chaos theory and face recognition process
Chaos theory is a method of qualitative thinking and quantitative analysis, it is used to explore interpreted and predicted behavior with relationship of holistic, continuous rather than A single data in the dynamic system (such as: population movements, chemical reactions, weather changes, social behavior, etc.). in 1963, Edward Norton Lorenz who is a meteorologist in American proposed chaos theory, which is a diversity and multi-scale nonlinear system. Chaos theory explains that the decision system may produce random results [4] . The greatest contribution of chaos theory is the use of simple models to obtain explicit periodic results. There are some characteristics of chaotic theory: (1) Randomness: the system is chaotic because of irregular behavior, which is generated at random by internal dynamics in the system; (2) Sensitivity: the system's orbit is extreme sensitive on the initial value; (3) Fractal dimension: it refers to the geometry of system motion orbit in phase space, which can be described in fractal dimension; (4) Universal: When the system tends to chaos, the characteristics of which is shown universal and significant; (5) Scaling: chaos phenomenon is a non-periodic ordered state, with an infinite level of self-similar structure in no scale region [5] .
Chaos theory is very wide application. In different areas, according to the specific circumstances of the application, the abstract mathematical formulas are different, so currently there is no unified definition of the chaos [6] . There is a mathematical abstraction formula which is the use of more common is:
The value of r in is defined as
. Formula (1) will generate a sequence of non-cyclical deterministic nonlinearities, that is, chaotic sequence. Face recognition process generally in three steps [7] : (1) First, the database establishment of facial images. The facial image data, which generate data files, is collected by the camera, and the files are coded and stored to storage, which is the registration database.
(2) To obtain the current face images. Captures the face image of the current person with the camera, and generates.
(3) Comparing the codes of current face image with the codes in the registration database of face images and searches.
Face recognition process can be completed by ordinary image processing equipment in real time, automatically and continuously [8] .
Application of chaotic projection in face recognition
SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) algorithm is extraction algorithm based on local face feature. The SIFT algorithm is stable for extracting the local features of the human face, with the stable characteristics for rotation, scaling, brightness and so on. The following is the basic structure figure of SIFT algorithm of feature extraction in the face registration phase and identification phase, which is in the recognition system, as shown in figure 1: From figure 1, it can be seen that the data in the face database is not the face images but the feature datum of the face images, but the feature datum are not encrypted in depth, with just only the public key, which is shared by many registered people, for feature datum encryption. That is to say, the administrator or developer of the recognition system can fully operate and use every person's characteristic datum in face feature database, which is a big security risk.
Therefore, we apply the chaos theory in this algorithm; the chaotic projection of the extracted feature datum enhances the security of the encryption of the feature datum, while the key for encryption is set by their own of registered person. The specific improvement of the algorithm is shown in Figure 2 As the general projection algorithm is relatively easy to be cracked, and not very stable. So we improve algorithm with the application of chaos theory, which makes the feature datum more security and stable after projection. Under normal circumstances, a recognition system with a shared key to encrypt is easy to be cracked, and the shared key would be easy to be tested out, when the registered staff is limited and the face images is easy to get by administer, and there is relatively large security risk.
The running steps of algorithm proposed used in the face recognition system are as follows: 1) Collect facial images of registration person, and enter their own personal key "k" to build feature database of facial images of registration person.
2) Person waiting for identification put images of their faces by the camera of the face recognition system, and input their own personal key "k".
3) The registration system uses the input key "k" as the initial value, and uses chaos formula (1) to generate a matrix R-matrix of chaotic projection.
4) The recognition system extracts the feature of face by the algorithm of SIFT feature extraction, and makes "and" operation with the matrix R-matrix of chaotic projection.
5) The registration system uses the result of "and" operation to compare with the datum in the database.
If the person to be identified is not legitimate user, who does not know the registered personal key "k", which can avoid security risk from management and system developers; if the registered person tell the key "k" to others to cheat the system, but the system needs to capture the scene Images, so that eventually it lead to cheating unsuccessful. If you use the key test software to get the key "k", because each person's facial datum are not the same and each person's "k" is not the same, so it can't be frequently tempted for the small test datum , and it ultimately lead to test failure.
Analysis of experimental datum
1) This improved algorithm is mainly used in the AR face database. There are 120 people in AR face database; each person has 14 face images. We selected 7 people as registered face images, selected 7 people as the test face images, as shown in Figure 3 . 2) Analysis of the experimental effect Table 1 In order to make the experimental datum more general, to reduce the errors caused by experimental conditions, we use the datum, which are taken from the average. As can be seen from Table 1 , improved algorithm and classic SIFT algorithm almost take the same time while system running, but the recognition rate of improved algorithm increases. And also system carries out the identification of the illegal users (assume that the face images are misappropriated), and the realistic simulation of the recognition system is carried out. The authenticity of the improved recognition system is proved to be much better than that of the classic SIFT algorithm recognition system.
Conclusion
Face recognition is becoming more and more popular in people's life and work, and its safety has been paid more and more attention. Based on the classic SIFT algorithm, this paper applies the chaotic theory for the projection of the facial feature datum to encrypt, and uses the personal key of the registered person, which makes the system more secure.
